Internet Sibilla: Utilizing DNS for Delay Estimation Service
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Massively distributed applications are popular in today’s
Internet. To improve the end-user experience, they require
constantly updated information about the network-internal
performance characteristics, such as RTT, effective bandwidth, IP hop count, and loss rate. Knowledge of networkinternal characteristics allow distributed applications to solve
commonly encountered problems, such as nearest neighbor
discovery, leader node selection, and optimal distribution
tree organization. Today’s Internet does not provide any
such information, and applications and new services resort
often perform their own measurement to obtain necessary
information.
To provide network-internal characteristics, a number of
measurement systems have been proposed and implemented [2,
3, 9–12, 14]. Despite their novel methodologies of Internetwide measurement and network performance estimation, they
are yet to be widely adopted. These systems are usually
stand-alone, use different performance metrics, employ various underlying measurement mechanisms, and often operate
off-line. Application developers have to import a library and
modify the code, or even build the proposed system by themselves. An easy interface to a new system is the key in the
system’s success.
In this work, we propose to design an end-to-end delay
estimation service, called Sibilla. The novelty of our system is that we utilize existing measurements and an infrastructure. Our delay estimation is based on a simple idea of
path stitching [7]. Path stitching takes CAIDA’s Ark traceroute repository [5] and BGP tables from RouteViews [1] and
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RIPE RIS [13], segments the path and delay information of
traceroute by the AS, stitches up segments by the AS path,
when a query arrives, and produces an estimated delay. To
provide the path-stitching as a service, we design and deploy our estimation service system on top of the Domain
Name System (DNS). We deploy a Sibilla DNS server that
receives a query between two hosts and replies with an estimated delay through the DNS interface. We take advantage
of the fact that local DNS cache servers are distributed globally and exist in almost all ASes and improve the accuracy
of our path stitching algorithm.

2.

DNS-BASED SYSTEM DESIGN

The basic idea of our service system is to formulate a delay query between two hosts as a DNS query and let our
Sibilla DNS server answer it. For example, when a user
wants to estimate delay between two points A and B, the user
submits a DNS query for A B.latency.internet-sibilla.com.
The local DNS server forwards the query to our Sibilla DNS
server, which in turn replies with delay estimation as described in Figure1.
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Figure 1: Overview of SIBILLA
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We consider two different types of a query as in Table 1.
The first type is a basic query about delay between two hosts.
The DNS query includes two host addresses and the Sibilla
DNS server replies with an estimated delay. The second type
is used for nearest neighbor selection based on the latency. If
a end host embeds more than two IP addresses in the query,

Type
Latency query
Server selection

Example
srcIP dstIP.latency.internet-sibilla.com
srcIP dstIP1 dstIP2.latency.internet-sibilla.com

Table 1: Query Types
the Sibilla DNS server processes the query as one source
IP address and multiple destination IP addresses, estimates
delay from the source to all the destination addresses, and
returns an answer of the destination address with the smallest
delay. DNS replies for both types of queries are type A.
Data Type
Ark
BGP

Total AS
14378
28244

Transit AS
4418
4847

Stub AS
9960
23397

Table 2: Number of ASes in Ark and BGP data
At the core of our system lies the path stitching algorithm.
The input to the algorithm is traceroute outputs. The accuracy of the algorithm is inherently dependent on traceroute.
Traceroute often fails to reach a destination [8]. We present
the number of ASes in BGP tables from RouteViews and one
daily Ark data set in Table 2. One daily Ark data set includes
traceroutes from 18 monitors to every /24 prefixes appeared
in the BGP routing tables. There we see that the Ark data set
has only half the number of ASes as in the BGP tables. If we
split the ASes into transit and stub∗ , 93% of transit ASes in
the BGP tables appear in the Ark data set, and the majority
of ASes not in the Ark data set are basically stub ASes. Further investigation reveals that more than 89% of the missing
ASes (12, 382 out of 13, 866) correspond to traceroutes that
did not reach their intended destinations and returned incomplete results. That is, the key point to improve the accuracy
in our path-stitching algorithm is to address this shortcoming.
In order to add more ASes in our delay database, we take
advantage of the fact that DNS servers are globally distributed
and preside in almost every AS. We entice local DNS servers
to submit a request twice so that we obtain delay between
the local DNS server and the Sibilla DNS server. We assume that two requests are processed at a local DNS server
back-to-back and we can take the round-trip delay from the
Sibilla DNS server.
Figure 1 illustrates this mechanism: (1) A local DNS server
sends a DNS request to the Sibilla DNS server, (2) the Sibilla
DNS server replies with an type NS (Name Server) Resource
Record (RR), (3) the local DNS server queries again, and (4)
the Sibilla DNS server returns an answer with an type A (Address) RR. Assuming the local DNS send the second query
immediately after it receives the type NS RR, RTT is the
time difference between the first reply and the second query
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at the Sibilla DNS server. The benefit of this method is that
it works even when ping or traceroute to a client’s network is
blocked. Using latency to a local DNS server instead of directly to clients is well studied and shown to work [4, 6]. We
are in the process of evaluating the accuracy of this method.

3.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this poster, we have outlined our DNS-based Sibilla
system. The beauty of our system lies in the simplicity of
the service system design. Any improvement of the path
stitching algorithm in terms of added measurements and better estimation algorithms can be immediately reflected in a
deployed system, as the DNS interface cleanly separates the
user interface and the estimation mechanism.
Still, several challenges remain. To change our delay estimation algorithm from the current off-line version to serve
thousands of queries a second, we plan to profile our algorithm and employ appropriate accelerating measures. As the
accuracy of archived data decays over time, we need a quality control mechanism to ensure the freshness of data.
Our goals are to make our service system (i) efficient to
replace the need for in-house development of a measurement
infrastructure; (ii) extensible to support new applications
that track different internal metrics of the Internet; and (iii)
scalable to sustain a large and growing user base.
The extension of this work would apply to the Future Internet, where this type of service might be integrated into
the core network design. We also hope our system works
as a building block of future Internet applications to help
developers with a wealth of information about the network
performance and to make their applications more intelligent
and productive.
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